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Gifted Online (GO) Modules 2020
Monday Tuesday Wednesday

9:15 am
GO Talent - Problem Solvers

9:15 am
GO MindPlus 

(Junior)

9:15 am
GO Inquire - Science

10:00 am
GO Talent - Designers

10:00 am
GO MindPlus 

(Senior)

10:00 am
GO Inquire - History

11:00 am
GO Talent - Readers

11:00 am
GO MindPlus 

(Senior)

1:30 pm
GO MindPlus

(Junior)

3:30 pm 
GO Talent - StoryMakers

4:00 pm
GO Talent - ChessMasters

0800 769 243  /  giftedonline@nzcge.co.nz   
Contact us for more details



GO MindPlus (40 mins chat) This is an abridged version of the MindPlus curriculum and involves the 
personal development and concept sections.

GO Inquire - Science and 
History
(30 mins chat)

A programme for those who love to delve deeper into topics through 
questioning and research. Go Inquire will follow a Science or History thread 
and it is appropriate to do both options if you’re interested.

GO Talent programmes provide engaging and varied lessons each week in a range of interest 
and talent areas, with options to provide optimal challenge and interest.  GO Talent uses a smaller 
section of the NZCGE curriculum.  GO Talent is designed to work with students’ existing strengths 
to increase the breadth, depth, sophistication and complexity of students’ knowledge and abilities, 
and to increase students’ self-directedness of their learning.

GO Talent - StoryMakers

For students who are passionate about writing, in one form or another.  A 
storymaker can be a writer who writes, or a writer who doesn’t.  Some 
children think up the best stories but just don’t like writing, or find it very 
difficult.  Students can make audio files, animations or cartoon strips, or have 
someone else write their thoughts down for them.

GO Talent - Problem Solvers

For students who are passionate about all things mathematical, it involves 
logical and creative thinking to puzzle out solutions to problems - from 
maths, the real world, and our imaginations.  Maths, creative, critical and 
caring thinking skills, research, inventing and innovating skills are used to 
solve all sorts of problems.

GO Talent - Designers

For students who are passionate about designing, building, making and 
creating will love these online lessons about design theory, graphics, coding, 
animation, gaming, modelling, presentation, colour theory, invention and 
innovation.

GO Talent - Readers
For students who are passionate readers, who relish opportunities to get their
teeth into interesting reads, who dream about their books and who would
love to work with other passionate readers.

GO Talent - ChessMasters
For students who just love strategic thinking and want to really understand 
plays and moves as well as learn more about some great Chess Masters.

Gifted Online (GO) Modules available in 2020


